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1 Introduction

I'm writing this article to provide you a list of typos found in Alan Turing's

[main paper 1937] as well as a few typographical remarks. Punctuative and other

trivial errors are excluded from the list. (e.g., �If there is no α → B.� should read �If

there is no α, → B.� in the �rst right column on p.237.) None of his own peculiar

wording, some of which appear to me too informal, are taken in either. (e.g., on p.237,

he wrote �= q, say� where I would write �=, say, q�, and �the �rst symbol marked α�,

�the �rst symbol marked with α�.)

The �rst half of the paper shows tables describing how the machine (the Turing Ma-

chine, which has a format super�cially di�erent from the current versions) computes.

Unfortunately, there are no captions nor sections in those tables. With di�erent num-

bers of lines in columns from table to table, the line number can't be e�ectively used

to locate a letter/word on a page. Therefore, I will quote a piece of text including a

concerned point for an enough length when I think it helps you to �nd quickly where

the issue is.

Notes on the mathematical font: The fraktur font used here is a little di�erent
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from the one seen in the [main paper 1937]. Though, they are so similar as to cause

no di�culties, I believe. As for the script font, contrarily, the discrepancy is so great

that I wish you cautious not to be misled by the di�erent appearances of the typefaces.

2 List

page 238, rows 6�7 of the table: It reads as follows:

cr(C,B, α) c
(
re(C,B, α, a),B, α

)
cr(B, α) di�ers from

ce(B, α) only in that the
letters α are not erased. The
m-con�guration cr(B, α) is
taken up when no letters
�a� are on the tape.

cr(B, α) cr
(
cr(B, α), re(B, a, α), α

)

However no typos are seen here, it may puzzle you until you realize that there

are two di�erent letters α and a, which look quite alike in the original copy of

the [main paper 1937]. Worse, using the Latin letter a deviates from Turing's

own general convention of using a small Greek letter for a symbol (cf. p.236,

l.1). The table should be rewritten by replacing a with a small Greek letter,

say β, as follows:

cr(C,B, α) c
(
re(C,B, α, β),B, α

)
cr(B, α) di�ers from

ce(B, α) only in that the
letters α are not erased. The
m-con�guration cr(B, α) is
taken up when no letters
�β� are on the tape.

cr(B, α) cr
(
cr(B, α), re(B, β, α), α

)

page 238, row 8 of the table: The row

cp(C,A,E, α, β) f′ (cp1(C1A, β), f(A,E, β), α)

should read

cp(C,A,E, α, β) f′ (cp1(C,A, β), f(A,E, β), α) .

Here, the subscript �1� after C in (C1A, β) is an error for a comma �,�.
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page 239, rows 1�7 of the table: Two m-functions q(C) and q(C, α) are de�ned as fol-

lows:

q(C)

Any R q(C)

None R q1(C)

q(C, α). The machine
�nds the last symbol of
form α. → C.

q1(C)

Any R q(C)

None C

q(C, α) q (q1(C, α))

q1(C, α)

 α C

not α L q1(C, α)

Notwithstanding, neither appears again in the paper. Instead, an m-function

g(C, α) is used where q(C, α) should be. We must amend the original text to

adopt only one of the two. Hence, I discard g with q left in, and proceed with

my work.

page 244, the table and the note for the m-function con(C, α): It reads:

con(C, α)

Not A R,R con(C, α)

A L,Pα,R con1(C, α)

con(C, α). Starting from
an F -square, S say, the se-
quence C of symbols describ-
ing a con�guration closest on
the right of S is marked out
with letters α. → C.

con1(C, α)

 A R,Pα,R con1(C, α)

D R,Pα,R con2(C, α)

con2(C, α)

 C R,Pα,R con2(C, α)

Not C R,R C

con(C, ). In the �nal
con�guration the machine is
scanning the square which is
four squares to the right of
the last square of C. C is left
unmarked.

In the second column of the table, the letter C refers to a single symbol in the

standard description (S.D[.]) of a Turing machine for a speci�c computation

(cf. p.240), while in the right column the letter C represents a sequence of

symbols that makes up a con�guration of the machine (cf. p.231). To avoid

ambiguity, the right column should be rewritten to get rid of the letter C,
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though I'm afraid I must decline to write out the details.

page 244, the table and the note for the m-con�guration anf: It reads as follows:

anf g(anf1, :) anf. The machine marks
the con�guration in the last
complete con�guration with
y. → kom.

anf1 con(kom, y)

Here g(anf1, :) should read as q(anf1, :).

page 244, the table and the note for the m-con�guration kmp: It reads as follows:

kmp cpe (e(kom, x, y), sim, x, y) kmp. The machine com-
pares the sequences marked
x and y. It erases all letters
x and y. → sim if they are
alike. Otherwise → kom.

In the �rst, the m-function e(B, α, β) is not de�ned in the paper, and should

be given as e(e(B, β), α) (The de�nition of e(B, α) is seen on p.237).

Secondly, until the kmp process reaches sim, it should not end in kom, but in

anf. The interested subroutine repeats a searching loop from anf to kmp to

�nd a con�guration in the S.D. that coincides with the last con�guration in

the complete con�guration under construction. Therefore, kmp, which seems to

stand for a German word �Komparation� (�comparison� in English), goes back

to anf (�Anfang�, �start�) to start another search routine when the comparison

shows a disparity. Therefore, the table and its note should be corrected to:

kmp cpe (e(anf, x, y), sim, x, y) kmp. The machine com-
pares the sequences marked
x and y. It erases all letters
x and y. → sim if they are
alike. Otherwise → anf.

pages 245�246: There are a few typos:

1. The table for sim2 (p.245)
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sim2

 A sim3

not A R,Pu,R,R,R sim2

should read

sim2

 A sim3

not A L,Pu,R,R,R sim2

.

2. The table for mk (p.245)

mk g(mk, :)

should read

mk q(mk1, :) .

3. The table for sh2 (p.245)

sh2

 D R,R,R,R sh2

not D inst

should read

sh2

 D R,R,R,R sh3

not D inst
.

4. The table for inst (p.246)

inst g (l(inst1), u)

should read

inst q (l(inst1), u) .

page 246: The m-function inst1(α) is de�ned as follows:

inst1(L) ce5(ov, v, y, x, u, w)

inst1(R) ce5(ov, v, x, u, y, w)

inst1(N) ce5(ov, v, x, y, u, w),

The m-function ce5 has not been de�ned explicitly in the paper, while the

de�nitions of ce2 and ce3 are seen on p.239. Naturally, ce4 and ce5 should be

de�ned as follows:
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ce4(B, α, β, γ, δ) ce (ce3(B, β, γ, δ), α)

ce5(B, α, β, γ, δ, ϵ) ce (ce4(B, β, γ, δ, ϵ), α)
.

page 247, the 4th line from the bottom: �H� should read �H �.

page 252, line 20: The formula

(∃u)N(u) & (x)
(
N(x) → (∃y)F (x, y)

)
&
(
F (x, y) → N(y)

)
should read

(∃u)N(u) & (x)
[
N(x) →

(
(∃y)F (x, y) & (y)

(
F (x, y) → N(y)

))]
page 254, the 7th line from the bottom: The formula

Aϕ & F (N ′) →
(
−H(u(n), u(m)

)
should read

Aϕ & F (N ′) →
(
−H(u(n), u(m))

)
.

page 255, line 1: �αn = 0� should read �αn = ±∞�.

page 256, line 3: �−G(α) → α ⩾ ξ� should read �−G(α) → α > ξ�.

page 256, lines 7�11: There is a passage:

Owing to this restriction of Dedekind's theorem, we cannot say that a com-

putable bounded increasing sequence of computable numbers has a com-

putable limit. This may possibly be understood by considering a sequence

such as

−1, −1
2 , −1

4 , − 1
8 , − 1

16 ,
1
2 , · · · .

No matter of what I can't understand the passage, it refers unambiguously to,

among others, what we call today the Specker sequence, that is �a computable,

strictly increasing, bounded sequence of rational numbers whose supremum is

not a computable real number.� (Wikipedia �Specker sequence�.)

He might argue here in e�ect a sequence {εK}K∈N+ de�ned by

εK ≡ −2 +
K∑

N=1

2N−R(N)−1

where R(N) is the number of satisfactory positive integers (cf. p.241 and p.247)

not greater than a positive integer N . The sequence is increasing with an upper

bound, and has a supremum real number lim
K→∞

εK . He might refer to a fact

that every partial sum is rational and thus computable, though the supremum
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is not computable (cf. p.247).

As far as following Turing's convention in the [main paper 1937], the �rst pos-

itive integers reaching to a few thousands are unsatisfactory. As many �rst

members of the sequence {εK}K∈N+ are identical with those of a geometric

sequence {−2−K}K∈N+ , that is

−1, − 1
2 , − 1

4 , − 1
8 , − 1

16 , − 1
32 , · · · .

page 257, line 9: The formula

&
[
H(w, z) &G(z, t) v G(t, z) →

(
−H(w, t)

)]
should read

&
[
H(w, z) &

(
G(z, t) v G(t, z)

)
→

(
−H(w, t)

)]
.

Composition of Logical conjunction �&� and sum �v� are not associative, and

thus a pair of parentheses must be added to enclose �G(z, t) v G(t, z)�.

page 257, the 2nd line from the bottom: �m ̸= η(u)� should read �m ̸= η(n)�.

page 257, the last line The formula

Aη & F (M ′) → G(uη((n)), u(m)) ν G(u(m), uη((n)))

should read

Aη & F (M ′) → G(uη((n)), u(m)) v G(u(m), uη((n))).

In the paper, the small Latin letter �v� seems a prescribed symbol for the logical

sum, and the small Greek letter �ν� should be replaced with �v�.

page 258, lines 2-3: The formula

Aη & F (M ′) →
[{

G(u(η(n)), u(m)) ν G(u(m), u(η(n)))

&H(u(n), u(η(n))
}
→

(
−H(u(n), u(m))

) ]
should read

Aη & F (M ′) →
[{(

G(u(η(n)), u(m)) v G(u(m), u(η(n)))
)

&H(u(n), u(η(n)))
}
→

(
−H(u(n), u(m))

) ]
.
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page 258, line 10: �the m-con�guration b� should read �the m-con�guration b�.

page 258, the 6th line from the bottom: The row

u2 re(u3, u3, k, h)

should read

u2 re(u3, b, k, h) .

The machine N ′ repeats the computation of the machine N to get a �gure

ϕn(n) for every positive integer n, and must bring its m-con�guration back to

b, the �rst m-con�guration of N , each time one �gure is computed and the

symbol k disappears from the complete con�guration of N ′. (I would warn

you that the appearance of the script capital N used here is quite di�erent

from the one seen in the [main paper 1937]).

page 259, the last line: �S� should read �Sl� to accord with the term �RSl
(x, y)� on

the one line before.

page 260, lines 7-9: In his [correction paper 1938, p.544], Turing changed the de�ni-

tion of Inst{qiSjSkLql} from

(x, y, x′, y′)
{(

RSj (x, y) & I(x, y) &Kqi(x) & F (x, x′) & F (y′, y)
)

→
(
I(x′, y′) &RSk

(x′, y) &Kql(x
′)

&(z)
[
F (y′, z) v

(
RSj (x, z) → RSk

(x′, z)
)] )}

to

(x, y, x′, y′)
{(

RSj (x, y) & I(x, y) &Kqi(x) & F (x, x′) & F (y′, y)
)

→
(
I(x′, y′) &RSk

(x′, y) &Kql(x
′) & F (y′, z) v

[(
RS0

(x, z) → RS0
(x′, z)

)
&
(
RS1(x, z) → RS1(x

′, z)
)
& . . .&

(
RSM

(x, z) → RSM
(x′, z)

)])}
.

However, the new de�nition should be amended as follows:

(x, y, x′, y′)
{(

RSj (x, y) & I(x, y) &Kqi(x) & F (x, x′) & F (y′, y)
)

→
(
I(x′, y′) &RSk

(x′, y) &Kql(x
′) & (z)

(
F (y′, z) v

[(
RS0(x, z) → RS0(x

′, z)
)

&
(
RS1(x, z) → RS1(x

′, z)
)
& . . .&

(
RSM

(x, z) → RSM
(x′, z)

)]))}
to include the universal quanti�er (z).
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page 260, line 15: As Turing wrote in [correction paper 1938, p.545, l.14], �logical

sum� should read �conjunction�.

page 260, lines 18�21: The de�nition of Un(M ) given on lines 18�21 was withdrawn

and replaced with the new de�nition ([correction paper 1938, p.545]):

(∃u)A(M ) → (∃s)(∃t)RS1(s, t)

where A(M ) is abbreviation for

Q& (y)RS0(u, y) & I(u, u) &Kq1(u) & Des(M )

and Q is abbreviation for

(x)(∃w)(y, z)
{
F (x,w) &

(
F (x, y) → G(x, y)

)
&
(
F (x, z) &G(z, y) → G(x, y)

)
&
[
G(z, x) v

(
G(x, y) &G(y, z)

)
v
(
F (x, y) & F (z, y)

)
→

(
− F (x, z)

)]}
Here, in my opinion, A(M ) might be changed to �A(M )(u)� because the for-

mula comes along with the free variable u.

page 261, line 10: �&(y)F
(
(y, u′) v . . .� should read �&(y)

(
F (y, u′) v . . .�.

page 261, line 29: As Turing wrote in the [correction paper 1938, p.545, l.13],

r
(
n, i(n)

)
= a, r

(
n+ 1, i(n+ 1)

)
= c, k

(
i(n)

)
= b, and k

(
i(n+ 1)

)
= d

should read

r
(
n, i(n)

)
= b, r

(
n+ 1, i(n)

)
= d, k(n) = a, and k(n+ 1) = c.

page 261, line 33: As Turing wrote in the [correction paper 1938, p.545, l.11],

Inst(qaSbSdLqc) & F (n+1) → (CCn → CCn+1)

should read

Inst(qaSbSdLqc) &Q& F (n+1) → (CCn → CCn+1).

page 262, line 9: �A(M ) & F (N) → CCN � should read �A(M ) & F (N) → CCN �.

page 263, line 20: �1 + ϕγ(u)� should read �1 + ϕγ(n)�.

page 264, the 4th line from the bottom: �U � should read �Uγ�.
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page 265, the 8th line from the bottom: The de�nition of �Q�{
{Q}Wγ

}
(Ns) convNr(z)

should read{
{Q}Wγ

}
(Ns) convNr(s).

Namely, the subscript �r(z)� should be changed to �r(s)�.
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